
SEED

Good quality seed is the basis for

good crops especially in potatoes. If

you haven’t started to source seed

already start immediately. However

firstly you have to ask the question,

what markets do I have? It is

pointless growing crop, as we see at

the moment, if the market is over

supplied. Is it possible to get new

markets that might reduce the risk

for the farm? This should form the

basis of the amount and variety of

seed you get. Avoid making last

minute decisions when it comes to

seed requirements. Fields should be

allocated at this stage and seed

requirements calculated, even if land

comes up later stick to the original

plan. Planting more does not

guarantee more money in fact it can

be the opposite. The overall area

planted in 2016 was approx. 5%

higher than 2015, it is unlikely

therefore that we can afford to

plant a greater area again in 2017

without having an effect on the

overall market.

On receiving your seed carefully

inspect each lot to make sure that

they are free from rots. If you see

issues in the seed such as wet spots

contact your merchant and get them

to replace it. Also make sure that

they uniform in size. If you intend to

tray the seed up for sprouting,

grade the seed out for more even

planting. Try to get delivery as soon

as you can, leaving it until close to

planting to order can create

problems for the merchant and can

sometimes leave the grower being

disappointed with the quantity and

standard of the seed. Unfortunately

all too often cases occur where seed

is not of the necessary quality and

problems arise later in the season.

Make sure to keep all labels from

each batch in a safe place in the

office. If there is a problem later at

least the seed can be traced.

Home saved seed should be kept

completely separate from the

certified crop and the quantities of

the home saved seed must be

recorded for royalty purposes.

All home saved seed should be

tested for viruses, diseases etc.

NIAB in Cambridge have a full suite

of tests that can be carried out on

potatoes so simply log on to

http://www.niab.com/labtest/ for

details. It will take at least 28 days

for the samples to come back so get

them away as soon as possible.

The potential consequences of not

having home saved seed tested can

be very significant in terms of yield

loss where viruses or diseases are

present. The cost “savings” made as

opposed to buying certified seed can

be quickly lost if the seed is

substandard.
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SPROUTING

The benefits of sprouting such as

earlier emergence, earlier full

canopy, increased yield and earlier

maturity are well established at this

stage however not all growers are

achieving these. Quite often the

problem arises in the sprouting

houses where proper set up can

cause issues.

When sprouting aim to get at least

250 day degrees before planting ie.

the total number of degrees over 4

degrees celcius over a period. For

example seed that is trayed up for

sprouting on March 1st will take

seven days to break dormancy. If

you then take an average of

temperature of 10 degrees for the

next 44 days this is calculated as

follows; (10 – 4) x 44 = 264 day

degrees. Therefore that seed is

suitable for planting around April

20th. The crop should be fit for

harvest in mid-September at 140

days growth. While most growers

use sprouted seed to begin harvest

earlier few use it to complete

harvest earlier. However given the

problems experienced with delayed

lifting in years gone by, many

growers are now looking to get the

crops to mature earlier. As soon as

the sprouting trays are emptied fill

them up again with the next batch of

seed. As a guideline, crops planted

after the second week in May should

be sprouted to ensure earlier

harvesting. Even if you will not get

the required time for full sprouting

and hardening of the sprouts you will

still gain if the eyes are open versus

planting seed straight out of the

cold store.

When setting up the sprouting house

make sure it is clean of any materials

that could reduce light penetrating

into all parts of the house. Boxes

should be clean and damage free as

they need to be stacked and not

collapse on top of one another. Plan

to make sure that all boxes have

adequate light Pic 1.

Pic. 1

Where light is restricted long soft

sprouts (pic. 2) which are more prone

to damage when loading the planter

will develop.
Pic. 2

This will result in sprouts being

broken off and consequently

increased risk of infection and

uneven germination.
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